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Averri Liggins helps business owners to increase their visibility and
connections so that they can grow their sales. As a Brand Strategist and
Social Media Advisor, she has assisted non-profits, small businesses, and
personal brands with their revenue and social media strategy. Averri's
background in Public Administration has further enhanced her
perspective of business systems. Her most notable position was working
for former Governor Nathan Deal.
 
Seeing the limited opportunities for black women in entrepreneurship,
Averri created Black Women Moguls. Through this platform, she assists
women entrepreneurs who are seeking to build a profitable brand.
Outside of her entrepreneurial ventures, she serves as the youngest
board member, First Vice President of a local section of the National
Council of Negro Women. For her contributions to her community,
Averri was awarded the NCNW "Living the Legacy" Award and
recognized as "Who's Who in Black Atlanta."

About Averri



Session Topics

Discover how to attract your target market.
How to package your offer that aligns with your audience's pain points.
Positioning your brand in front of your ideal audience.

Techniques to create smooth systems for your brand.
Build your marketing marketing campaign in 7 steps.
Uncover hacks and resources to work smarter instead of harder.

 Discover how to plan engaging content for videos.
 Master video creation tools.
 Utilize hacks and resources to create high quality videos.

Create your visual design elements for your brand.
Understand website essentials to make your site unique.
Optimize your site through SEO.

I. Creating A Brand Your Audience Can't Resist
 
Learn the 5-step strategy to make your product or service irresistible to your ideal target market and generate greater visibility and sales.

 
II. How to Leverage Your Online Presence
 
Learn how to build a consistent online brand that piques your audience's interest and keeps them coming back for more.

 

III. Videos on a Budget 
 
Learn how you can incorporate simple strategies to create quality videos while building on a budget.

 
IV. Become a Web Design Pro in a Day
 
Learn how to create a professional website without code during this interactive workshop.
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